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Voice technology is  featured in many luxury vehicles . Image credit: Mercedes

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

As luxury automakers continue investing in vehicle technology, companies risk alienating a significant number of
affluents who believe these innovations detract from the driving experience.

According to a YouGov report on affluent auto purchasers, part of the YouGov Affluent Perspective 2019, U.S. drivers
are interested in technology that enhances vehicles' safety, security and convenience. Vehicle technology is quickly
becoming a key factor in purchasing decisions, along with design, safety, comfort and price.

"Safety is of the utmost importance to affluent drivers," said Cara David, managing partner at YouGov, New York.
"Drivers look for technology that works to keep them, and others, safe."

Driving technology
Almost half of affluents, 45 percent, believe that vehicle technology has overwhelmed the driving experience.
Drivers are often drawn to luxury vehicles because of their performance capabilities.

Drivers who are interested in car technology want features that make vehicles safer or make driving more
convenient.
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Luxury automakers have embraced connectivity. Image credit: Bentley

Override features are the most desired technology that improves safety, with 68 percent of affluents showing interest
in driver override systems. This often includes the ability for cars to self-brake or correct steering.

Similarly, 63 percent are interested in remote vehicle shutdown capabilities.

More than half of drivers, 58 percent, want active window displays incorporated into their vehicles.

Technology that improves convenience is also appealing to affluents.

Sixty-six percent of respondents want connected mobile applications. This would allow drivers to control car
features through their smartphones and other mobile devices.

"The smartphone has become more than just a phone it is  a central hub in the lives of consumers," Ms. David said.
"As these devices are increasingly being used to coordinate our schedules, organize our media and control home
features, it only makes sense that cars should be next on the list."

BMW smart cockpit. Image credit: BMW

About one in two drivers, 53 percent, desire biometric vehicle access.

Biometrics have other applications in the auto industry.

Following research, British automaker Jaguar Land Rover has developed an algorithm that can assess a rider's
wellness based on biometric data. When combined with driving data, the car will be able to tell when a rider is
feeling ill (see story).

Looking ahead
Luxury carmakers have already been developing technology to meet consumer demands and make driving safer
and more comfortable.

Insights from Frost & Sullivan suggest that a new business model will emerge for the luxury automotive industry,
focusing on data, connectivity, customer centricity and cyber security. Electric vehicles, new mobility services,
multi-modality, artificial intelligence and autonomous vehicles will be the center of investment, not just from luxury
brands as they stand, but standard and all companies as well (see story).
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German automaker Mercedes-Benz is adapting to modern driving behaviors and vehicle purchasing habits with a
new feature it is  positioning to appeal to all types of drivers.

Mercedes will be allowing new A-Class owners to seamlessly share their vehicles with individuals of their choice
through its application. The feature allows users to share their vehicle with only the group of people of their choice
and opts for heightened security measures (see story).

The range of digital services Mercedes offers as part of its  Mercedes me application and program will now be
extended to older models. Through an adapter, older models will be able to receive connected information similar
to new models (see story).

"Technology should be integrated as seamlessly as possible," YouGov's Ms. David said.
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